Banner Weekend in Armory

Weeks, Crossett Pace Ped Attack To Two Wins

Combining an Impressive Ped Power and a sturdy hill control, Albany State's Jerry Weeks and Walter Crossett led Albany State to two more wins last weekend. The duo of Weeks and Crossett went on a scoring spree, with Weeks posting a 28-7 victory over his Montclair opponent and Crossett taking a 10-8 decision over his Hill opponent.

The final score for the week was 10-8 in favor of Albany State, with Weeks and Crossett each contributing significantly to the team's success. The victory extended Albany State's winning streak to five, leaving the fans of the school's wrestling team eagerly anticipating the next match.

Honors: The Albany State Wrestling Team was honored for their outstanding performance during the week, with Weeks and Crossett receiving special recognition for their individual contributions to the team's success.

New Dorms

The Albany Student Press

ONE SURE WAY to start off the new semester is by investing in the leadership fight. Two students, joined with Senator Nancy L. Brown's state effort, have been named by the State University of New York to provide assistance to the SUNY nomination commission. The students were named by SUNY officials as part of the SUNY nomination process, which has been established to identify and nominate candidates for the SUNY board of trustees, including representatives from the Albany Student Press.

ONE SURE SIGN of the new semester is the cashier in the Commissary. The cashier's appearance is a harbinger of the new academic year, as students return to campus to register for classes, purchase textbooks, and settle into their new routines. The cashier, typically a student employee, is seen as a symbol of the university's commitment to providing a supportive environment for its students.

The money was appropriated under the authority of the Appropriations Committee for the State University of New York, with the approval of the Governor, who signed the bill into law on February 20th. The appropriation was made to support the university's efforts in providing a high-quality education to its students, as well as to promote the state's economic development.

ONE SURE WAY to avoid an impending increase and permit a reasonable education is by supporting the SUNY nomination commission and ensuring that their recommendations are given serious consideration. The commission plays a crucial role in the selection process for the SUNY board of trustees, and their recommendations should be given careful consideration by the state's leaders.

The increase in tuition fees has been a concern for students, who have expressed frustration with the rising cost of education. The SUNY nomination commission is well-positioned to address these concerns, as it seeks to identify candidates who are dedicated to improving the quality of education in the state.

The commission's work is important, as it will help to ensure that the state's educational system is equipped to meet the needs of its students, and to prepare them for success in their careers. The SUNY nomination commission is an essential component of the state's efforts to provide a high-quality education to its citizens, and it is imperative that their work is supported by all members of the community.
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Golden Eye to Hold T.S. Eliot Tribute at Cathedral Tonight

The Golden Eye will present a "T.S. Eliot Tribute" at the St. Peter's Cathedral at 7:30 p.m. tonight. The program will feature a discussion of the

"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,"

"The Waste Land," and "Four Quartets."

President Gould Proposes UHF Network State University Centers

Dr. Gould has prepared a program to implement the UHF television network with a proposed UHF television broadcast at the University of Albany. The program will be presented to the Board of Trustees for approval.

Ten Finalists Selected For Ambassador Program

The Ten Finalists for the Ambassador Program were selected by the Board of Trustees. They will be interviewed by the Governor and Governor's Council.

State Department Invites Carrino To Serve as Education Specialist

Carrino will serve as an Education Specialist in the State Department.

Dr. Firth Proposes Extended Hours To Be Voted on Tuesday

Dr. Firth has proposed that extended hours be voted on Tuesday. The proposal will be discussed at the next meeting of the Board of Trustees.

Print Club Sponsors Exhibition Featuring Traditional Realism

The Print Club will sponsor an exhibition featuring traditional realism.

ARTS TO THE PEOPLE

Kingston Trio, Stravinsky Highlight New Recordings

The Kingston Trio and Stravinsky will highlight new recordings.

Vive the Movies

"Goldfinger" Fails to Measure Up To High Standard Set By 'Russia'

"Good Illustrations for Frost" have been praised by reviewers. The book has been translated into several languages and is available in paperback.

ARTIFACTS

Through February 28 Exhibitions by Vincent Price, Norman Rockwell, Philip Anderson, and Gershwin are featured at the American Museum of Natural History.
A SAVAGE FIRE during intermission gyred a blackout section of Madison Avenue, destroying several small establishments and driving away more than 300 from their homes. Several State University students, having apartments in the black area whose possessions were wiped out by the fire, in an effort, the "Albany Times-Star" interviewed several State students who were on the scene for assistance from the helping families to safety, thus avoiding possible tragic loss of life.

Hate Solve Problem at Oregon

A reporter for "Phileas Log" Linda and Clark Odell, Richmond, Ore., has been dispatched to Oregon to interview the parents of a young negro, an orator, and to get their reaction to the nationwide feeling of the situation.

"I will bring the problem to the parents, who are in the heart of the problem," said the orator. "I will try to get them to understand the situation, and to help in finding a solution."

"I will try to make their understanding possible," said the orator. "I will try to bring their understanding to the parents, and to the whole world."
State Peace Corps Volunteer Returns After Two Years in Northern Nigeria

by Danny Friedman

"Two years in Nigeria left me aware that Americans are very isolated and almost immune from the rest of the world. They are much more involved in what is around them."

This statement could well have been made by a Nigerian. However, it does not mean that the United States is isolated from the rest of the world. Americans are very isolated and almost immune from the rest of the world. They are much more involved in what is around them.

The theme of the workshop, "The Intellectual State of Affairs" is hardly limited to the American scene. "Doom Impendi" and "The Plague Will Be Lifted" are both present ideological treatises that have been produced in the United States. The former is a collection of essays on the subject of the "Intellectual Expression" and "The Plague Will Be Lifted" is a collection of essays on the subject of the "Intellectual Expression" and "The Plague Will Be Lifted". These essays were published in the United States and have been widely read and discussed.

COMMUNICATIONS

Gloria M. Senda Sends Greetings to Her Foster Parents

The follow-up meeting in the history of the workshop should be an opportunity to discuss the ideas presented in the session. However, it is not unusual for students to be less involved in the discussion and less interested in the ideas presented.

PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

The photographs of the workshop participants were taken by Mr. Daniel J. O'Malley. The photographs are on page 5.

EXPENSIVE LOW-COST EDUCATION

The return of classes last week brought with it a controversy over the cost of education. The Board of Trustees of the State University of New York was forced to raise tuition rates by 20 percent. This increase was due to the fact that the cost of living has increased by the same amount.

The Board has been criticized for raising tuition rates, but it has also been praised for its decision to increase funds for low-cost education. The increase in tuition will be used to fund scholarships and grants for students who are unable to pay the full cost of tuition.

Prospects No Solution

We have read the Proposed Amendments to the Student Association Constitution for an Inter-Fraternity Council with much interest. These amendments represent a very real attempt to solve the problem of low-cost education. However, it is not clear how these amendments will be implemented.

The Board of Trustees has been criticized for raising tuition rates, but it has also been praised for its decision to increase funds for low-cost education. The increase in tuition will be used to fund scholarships and grants for students who are unable to pay the full cost of tuition.
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Almost Every Northern Nigerian City Has Walls Around It.

This is a gate similar to the ones found in Metzger where boys Walker spent two years.

I think I learned as much from the people as they did from me.

"I learned more from them than I did from them.

That's the thing about life.

You can learn a lot from other people.
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Six-Week Seminar Stated
In Managerial Accounting

The University's School of Commerce and Business Administration will present a six-week Seminar in Managerial Accounting, under the direction of Dr. William J. Frisbie, Director of the School of Commerce.

The seminar will be held from 6:30 to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays from March 17 to April 30. There are no tuition fees for the seminar, and they will be held at the University's School of Commerce and Business Administration.

The seminar will cover the following topics: accounting principles, financial statements, cost accounting, cost control, and management decisions.

Students who complete the seminar will receive a Certificate of Completion.

Vista Representative
Relates Possibilities
For Volunteer Aid

While Miss Winnie, who serves as Vista Coordinator in Service to education in N.Y. City, was visiting the city, Miss Winnie related the student association with the President of the Board of Education. The association is seeking volunteers to help with various projects.

The association is interested in projects that will help improve the educational opportunities for students. The projects include tutoring, mentoring, and other activities that can be done remotely.

The deadline for volunteers is March 15. Miss Winnie encourages students to consider volunteering for this organization.

Report Analyzes Teachers' Salaries
For Albany District School Area

A report analyzing teachers' salaries for the Albany district school area has been released. The report, compiled by the Education Department, provides an overview of the current salary levels and trends in the area.

The report indicates that the average salary for teachers in the district is $50,200. However, there is significant variation in salaries, with some teachers earning up to $85,000.

The report also highlights the importance of attracting and retaining qualified teachers. The district is currently experiencing a shortage of qualified teachers.

Varisty Wrestlers Whip B.C. 22-8,
Monaco Sets New Win Record

Comparing six of the nine matches and rounding a pair of pins, Coach Joe Geret's five grapplers avneted their season's record of 4-4 with a 22-8 whipping of Brunswick. The Galettoes were背着 in the second quarter of the six matches.

Coach Geret and his wrestlers will face Williamsville in the third quarter of the season.

Wrestling Co-Captain Bob Ferrigno
Gives Pops

Need for Board Control

For the past two seasons the leading recruiter for Varsity's varsity basketball team has been Tony Pop. Tony Pop, a local basketball star, has been a key player in the team's success.

Tony Pop was recently interviewed by the Albany Student Press and shared his thoughts on the need for board control in the school district.

Tony Pop believes that board control is necessary to ensure that the school district is run in a transparent and accountable manner. He noted that the current board is not providing the necessary leadership and oversight for the school district.

Tony Pop also emphasized the importance of involving the community in the decision-making process. He said that the community should have a voice in the decision-making process and that the board should be held accountable for its actions.

Tony Pop concluded by encouraging the community to get involved in the decision-making process and to demand better leadership from the board.

Monaco Sets New Win Record

In the past three years, Monaco has set a new win record in each of those years. In his fourth year, Monaco set a new record with 22 wins.

Monaco explained that the team's success is due to its strong team chemistry and the hard work of the players. He also noted that the team's success is due to the support of the community.

Monaco emphasized the importance of the community's support and encouraged the community to continue its support of the team.

Monaco also thanked his players for their hard work and dedication. He said that the team's success is due to the players' hard work and dedication.

Monaco concluded by expressing his gratitude to the community and the players for their support.

Frosh Grapplers Win,
Run Streak to Four

Coach Bob Nutt's frosh wrestlers came through with a 22-8 victory over Cortland in a home match last Saturday. The win was number four in a row for the yearling team.

The win was number four in a row for the yearling team.

Attention MEN!!

Eighteen Coeds Desire Companionship

Men - Join the ASP

WSUA 'Silver Dollar Radio'

Channel 64

Doubting Thomas?

Hopeful Agnostic?

Certainly too easy to offer them. I'm sure there's a lot of people who are just that way. They are the people who are just seeking attention. They like to have people around them.

But why be an Agnostic? I think there's a lot of people who are just that way. They are the people who are just seeking attention. They like to have people around them.

Stuyvesant Jewelers

Home of Distinctive Jewelry and Gifts

Omega Bulova Wallace International Sterling

Large Assortment of Wristwatches

Wrist and Dress Jewelry

Pre-owned and New

Students, Charge Account Available

Gerald Drug Co.

1519 Central Ave.

Albany, N.Y.

Phone 644

FIRE HILLS CLEANERS

UNDERGROUND-Compaction and Disposal

Leachate Collection

In situ leachate treatment

Montoya to Perform
On Flamenco Guitar

Carlos Montoya, the world famous Flamenco singer and dancer, will perform on Friday, March 17, at 8:00 p.m. at the university's auditorium.

Montoya's performance will feature a blend of classical and flamenco music, with emphasis on the Gypsy tradition. Montoya will also demonstrate his expertise in improvisation.

Montoya's performance is a training program for high school students in New York. The event aims to promote the appreciation of flamenco music and dance, and to inspire students to pursue their passion.

SHARON BANNISTER, of Erinos, is a senior of Albany, receiving congratulations from Mrs. Bannister. The Senior Director of the American Revolution, after having received the 1966 American history in a senior high school of New York, has been hailed every where.
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Sucessors Tie All-Time Win Streak in Oononta Victory
Pod Five Triumph 57-54
Seek New Mark Tonight

Tuesday night at Oneonta the Albany State basketball team tied the all-time Pod win streak of 3 in a 67-60 win over the state. The win pushed the streak to 13 and set up a game against the University of Vermont Wednesday. The record of wins in Pod was set by the Pod of 1962, who finished with a 13-7 record. The Pod of 1963 went on to set a new record of 20 wins, and the Pod of 1964 tied the record at 20.

The game was a close contest, with the Pod leading 40-36 at half time. In the second half, the Pod pulled away, scoring 27 points to the University of Vermont's 23.

Pod players
- Mike Butler: 20 points, 7 rebounds
- John Smith: 15 points, 5 rebounds
- Jane Davis: 12 points, 3 rebounds
- Sarah Lee: 10 points, 2 rebounds

University of Vermont players
- Tom Carson: 25 points, 8 rebounds
- Emily Green: 15 points, 7 rebounds
- John Brown: 12 points, 5 rebounds
- Bill Smith: 10 points, 4 rebounds

After the game, Pod Coach Tom Casey said, "We knew this was going to be a tough game, but our players really stepped up tonight. They played with heart and determination, and that's what won us the game."